
Aesop’s Fables:  The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse 
Reading Mini Unit 

THEME:  Moral of the Story Poverty with security is better than plenty in the midst of fear and uncertainty. 

1. Knowing the difference between a Villain and a Hero. 

2. Studying the Hero’s Journey through different eyes. 

3. Determining the characters as Villain or Hero. 

4. Poverty versus Wealth – weighing the benefits and the detriments. 

5. Knowing the difference between being brave or a coward. 

Character Education Trait: Learning Appreciation for the importance of and effort involved in acquiring 

knowledge. A Wisdom-seeker or wise man is a man of unusual learning, 

judgment, or insight into the lives of others and their environments. A 

simple man believes anything, but a prudent man gives thought to his 

steps. A wise man shuns evil, but a fool is hotheaded and reckless. A quick-

tempered man does foolish things, and a crafty man is hated. The simple 

inherit folly, but the prudent are crowned with knowledge. 

Grade Level: PreK-5th 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
When the Town Mouse visits, why does he just nibble on the hearty food that the Country Man serves him?  Why 

does the Country Mouse go with the Town Mouse to his mansion?  After going to Town, why does the Country 

Mouse prefer to live in his home rather than enjoy the big city life with the Town Mouse?  Which mouse in this story 

has odds in his favor of living longer? 

VOCABULARY WORDS 
Cousin Relative Sparingly Hedgerow Cozy 

Luxuries Delights Mansion Banquet Dainty 

Nibble Ventured Dainty Carpet bag Vermin 

WHOLE GROUP INSTRUCTION 
The teacher will read the story aloud to the students.  Various questions will be addressed.  Ask students if they 

have ever read stories about mice. Ask students if there are other similar stories about heroes on a Hero’s Journey. 

SUPPLEMENTAL READING/ARTICLES 
These supplemental reading books are available online.  Just Google and type in the name of the book and be sure to 

add ‘free online’ at the end of the book name. 

1. The Town Mouse and the City Mouse on Read.Gov 

2. The Town Mouse and the City Mouse by Family and Friends on School Everywhere site 

3. Short Tales Fables:  The Town Mouse and the City Mouse on Get Epic 

4. The City Mouse and the Country Mouse on The Fable Cottage 

5. Do Unto Otters by Laurie Keller free online on You Tube 

6. Stuart Little by E. B. White free online at Willaston School 

7. The Mouse and the Motorcycle by Poppy by Avi free online at Online Read Free Books 

SMALL GROUP INSTRUCTION 
Students will gather in small groups to compare the characters in the Town Mouse and the Country Mouse.  The 

teacher will give each small group a copy of a story. The following character questions will be explored: 

1. What characteristics do the Town Mouse and the Country Mouse demonstrate? 

2. What comparisons can be made of the environments of the Town Mouse vs the Country Mouse? 

3. 
What lessons did the Town Mouse and the Country Mouse learn from their experience in the Town Mouse’s 

mansion in the city? 

All student groups will read one of the books then have a Storyteller Session in the classroom to showcase their 

abilities to retell their versions of the stories. 

 



Further Discussions 

The Teacher can use on Character Story for the books.:   

Protagonist: This is the story’s prime character. 

Antagonist: This is the main bad guy in the story.  He is the main villain. 

Love Interest: 
The object of the protagonist’s desire. The character should be intriguing and three 

dimensional. 

Confidant: The protagonist’s best friend or sidekick. 

Deuteragonist: 
Someone near to the protagonist but whose character journey is not related to the action in the 

story. 

Tertiary Character: These are second characters that appear in the story ‘s world but are not directly related to it.   

Foil: 

These characters are used to highlight the strengths of the protagonist. This character is 

usually the protagonist’s actual antagonist, his adversary. The personalities of the foil and the 

protagonist are completely different. 

Gifted 

In small groups students will research a large city in the United States where this story could 

have taken place.  Students will research and then go on Google Maps to market this city as 

the one that would make Town Mouse the happiest. Students will create Microsoft Power 

Point Presentations or Prezis to present their findings to the class. 

Special Education 

In small groups students will research a small town in the United States where this story 

could have taken place.  Students will research and then go on Google Maps and save 

pictures of the small town to market it as one that would make Country Mouse the happiest.  

Students will create Microsoft Power Point Presentations or Prezis to present their findings to 

the class. 

Differentiated Activities 

Poetry: 
Each student will create a poem dedicated to either the Town Mouse or the Country Mouse on his 

experience. The poem can be as long or as short as the students wants it to be. 

Geography: 

Review mapping and how to create a map, using examples.  After the review, each student will 

create a map of the town in which they live, using their house as the home base and the geography 

tools in the Key.  These maps will be displayed on the bulletin board. 

Mathematics: 
1. 

In small groups students will create a math game of their choice for the story The Town Mouse 

and the Country Mouse.  The teacher will give students the list of supplies they need to make 

their games.  Once the games have been completed, two Game Days can be planned in which 

all the games are displayed on tables around the room for students to complete. 

2. Subtraction Cat:   Math Story poem from Mr. R’s World of Math website is free online. 

Transitional Activities 

1. Get their attention. 4. Prep them for what's about to happen. 

2. Give directions. 5. Signal the start of the transition. 

3. Observe & redirect individual students   

Activities Across Other Subjects (Possible Learning Centers) 

Writing: 

Write a paragraph about the lesson or moral of the fable “The Country Mouse and the City 

Mouse”.  State in your own words the moral or lesson of the story and describe which character 

mostly feels this way. Introduce your topic, support your answer with details from the story, and 

finish with a concluding statement. 

 

 

 

 



History: 

There is a long history of cats and mice being on ships.  The ship's cat has been a common feature 

on many trading, exploration, and naval ships dating to ancient times. Cats have been carried on 

ships for many reasons, most importantly to control rodents. Vermin aboard a ship can cause 

damage to ropes, woodwork, and more recently, electrical wiring. In addition, rodents threaten 

ships' stores, devour crews' foodstuff, and can cause economic damage to ships' cargo, such as 

grain. Pests are any organism that is judged as a threat to the life of human beings or to their 

interests. When the early man hunted animals and searched widely for food, he shared the 

available natural resources with other organisms that are present in the community. Students will 

do research on immigrant ships like the Mayflower to discuss why mice are often called pests and 

vermin.   

Mathematics: 

 

Science: 

Historians have speculated that the fleas on mice are responsible for the estimated 25 million Black 

Death plague deaths, but there are studies that prove mice and rats were not the main carriers of 

fleas and lice that spread the plague—it was humans.  Rat fleas are carriers of plague, and rats on 

ships were believed to be a primary vector of the Black Death. Cats naturally attack and kill 

rodents and adapt to new surroundings, which makes them suitable for service on a ship. In 

addition, they offer companionship and a sense of home, security, and camaraderie to sailors away 

from home.  Does this information go along with the reason why the Country Mouse was scared 

by them and hurried back home after the servants, the cat, and the dog entered the dining room? 

Discuss the Country Mouse’s reaction from a human perspective. 

Multiple Intelligence Activities (Possible Learning Centers) 

Bodily-Kinesthetic: 

The Catch the Mice Game is a lot of fun.  It can be found and printed on stiff cardboard 

paper at Jumbo Eu online free.  At the beginning of the round, Lightning must hold his claw 

at least 20 cm above the mice (younger kittens can start closer). Lightning rolls the dice. 

Make sure that all the players can see the dice easily. If Lightning rolls the picture of the cat, 

he can strike like lightning in an attempt to catch the mice with his claw. Lightning scores a 

point for every mouse he catches. If Lightning rolls the picture of the mouse, nothing 

happens, and the mice stay where they are. Lightning can tease the mice with the picture of 

the mouse, pretending to strike. Should any of the mice attempt to flee, Lightning scores one 

point for each mouse that does. But be careful: if Lightning rolls the picture of the mouse, he 

may not touch or catch any of the mice with his cat’s claw. If he does, Lightning forfeits one 

point for each mouse he touches or catches. 

Interpersonal: 

After reviewing the Hero’s Journey, students will write on this topic: Was the Country 

Mouse on a Hero’s Journey when traveling to the mansion of the Town Mouse? Write a few 

paragraphs on your findings. 

Intrapersonal: 
Did the Country Mouse handle the conflict of Mouse versus Cat, Dog, People in the 

mansion?  Was the Country Mouse showing fear or bravery in leaving the Town Mouse’s 

mansion? 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merchant_vessel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_research_ships
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naval_ship
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_times
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vermin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oriental_rat_flea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plague_(disease)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vector_(epidemiology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death


Social Studies: 

The Hero’s Journey is a myth-based framework. Incredibly flexible, it has three 

main parts-- the separation, where the hero sets out on his journey, seeking 

(possibly reluctantly) adventure. Secondly, the initiation, where most of the 

journey happens-- the hero arrives. Finally, is the return. The hero has finished 

whatever they set out to do and has obtained the object (treasure, love, or 

knowledge). Now he must return home.  To become familiar with the Hero’s 

Journey, the website Monomyth: The Hero’s Journey is an excellent resource used 

by educators of PreK-College level classes.  How well does the story The Town 

Mouse and the City Mouse align with the Hero’s Journey?  

Linguistic Verbal: 

Students in small groups or pairs will create plays that would depict a mouse making a 

Hero’s quest.  It can be as long or a short as the student choose, but the student must type 

up the play so that other children can read their parts when the plays are performed in 

class. 

Logical-Mathematical: 

In small groups students will create a math game of their choice for the story The Town 

Mouse and the Country Mouse.  The teacher will give students the list of supplies they 

need to make their games.  Once the games have been completed, two Game Days can be 

planned in which all of the games are displayed on tables around the room for students to 

do as centers. 

Musical: 
Play the music “Thank God I’m a Country Boy” by John Denver in honor of the Country 

Mouse.  Why does the title suit the Country Mouse’s adventure? 

Naturalistic: 

In folklore and fantasy, an enchanted forest is a mythological  forest under, or 

containing, enchantments. Such forests are described in the oldest folklore from regions 

where forests are common and occur throughout the 

centuries to modern works of fantasy. They represent 

places unknown to the characters, and situations 

of liminality and transformation. The forest can 

feature as a place of threatening danger, or one of 

refuge, or a chance at adventure.  After discussion, on 

the picture below, ask the students to write a story 

based on this picture as their visual with the forest as 

the setting.  Students should type up the stories, then 

the stories can be put together as a book for each student to take home.  Students can 

draw and color pictures to put in the book. 

Visual-Spatial: 

The video “How to draw a Cartoon Mouse” on You Tube is a lot of fun. The pictures can 

be added to the book of stories on mice that the students are making for the Naturalistic 

activity. 

Existential Intelligence 
Existentialist thinkers frequently explore issues related to the meaning, purpose, and value of human existence.  The 

Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius stated this: “Do not think of things that are absent as though they were already at 

hand but pick out the most pleasant from those that you presently have, and with these before you, reflect on how 

greatly you would have wished for them if they were not already here.  At the same time, however, take good care 

that you do not fall into the habit of overvaluing them because you are so pleased to have them, so that you would 

be upset if you no longer had them at some future time.” – Meditations, 7.27.  What did the Roman Emperor mean 

when he said these words after reading The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse written by Aesop? The class 

should discuss this in depth.  Students can choose their own way to show that they understand the quote and can 

apply it to their own thinking by any visual display – student choice. 

Multicultural Activities 

Art: 
Students will create a mouse puppet so that they can put on their plays in a makeshift Puppet Theater 

of a couple of sheets strung up in a corner of the classroom. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folklore
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fantasy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magic_(fantasy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liminality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adventure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meaning_of_life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Value_(ethics)


Drama: 

Who’s Knocking? Game:  You start with a list of descriptive characters. Here are some examples: 

A firefighter looking for occupants. 

A jealous significant other. 

A spy on a secret mission. 

 

A kitten. A puppy A mouse 

Someone desperate to use the restroom. 

A student who has been summoned to the principal’s office. 

A police officer at 3 in the morning. 

A superhero. 

A parent checking on their teenager. 

Someone picking up a date. 

Write them down on separate pieces of paper and put the papers in a hat. One by one, students pick a 

character out of the hat. They leave the room, close the door, and knock on the door as the character. 

The objective is to communicate who they are solely by how they knock on the door, so they can’t add 

any dialogue. They are allowed to come in when the students in the room guess who they are. This 

exercise can be used as a fun warm-up. It’s great for beginners because it involves character creation 

without any pressure to be a “performer.” It can also be made more challenging for more experienced 

actors. 

Music: 

Fairy Tale Music is free online via Google.  Have the students listen to the fairy tale music and then vote 

as to whether they like it or not.  Students will have the teacher list topics of stories they could create 

(listening to the music) with a mouse as the hero in the story.  The music can be played while students 

read their stories on Mice listed here.     

Physical: 

This is a super easy, super fun game for the earlier-aged students. In mousetrap, the mice try to steal the 

cheese from the middle of the circle and return it to their home outside of the circle. But they must be 

careful to time it just right, or else the mousetrap will close in and trap them! Good for laughs and good 

for exercise. 

1. Half of the players form a circle by joining hands. They are the giant mousetrap. 

2. The other half starts spread out outside of the circle. They are the mice. 

3. Place beanbags in the middle of the circle to represent cheese. 

4. Place a hula hoop against the far wall. That is the collection bin for the cheese. 

5. 
The mice will attempt to steal pieces of cheese by entering the circle by going under the arms or 

through the legs and into the mousetrap. 

6. 

Once inside, a mouse must hurry out with a piece of cheese, because if the teacher yells 

“MOUSETRAP” then the circle of players collapses their arms down to trap any mice inside (or 

play along to music, and when the music stops, then the mousetrap closes). 

7. Any mice who were trapped become part of the mousetrap circle. 

8. After all mice have been caught, switch roles and play again. 

Games: 
1. 

You can find free computer mouse games at Silver Games online that use mice.  One of my 

favorites is the one using the old Tom and Jerry cartoon characters.   

2. The game Mousetrap is a great game to play at the end of the day. 

Conclusion 
After all the activities and discussion in the class on the story The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse by Aesop, 

students will understand the setting and characterizations. 

Checkpoint Review with Students 

1. 
Students will review The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse by reviewing a free Prezi online.  Just Google 

Prezi.com. 

2. Students will complete story maps on the story to show what they learned in the class.   

3. 

Review the information learned about The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse and then give your students 

one or more of the excellent quizzes that are free online on the website Quizizz.  Once on Quizizz, search for 

the story.   

  



 

 

 

 


